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Recently I bought a power amplifier at a Ham Radio flea-market. It is based on a hybrid module M57727 from
Mitsubishi. Based on the low price I assumed that the module itself is defective but that I could use the PCB and
heatsink and mount other modules with the same pinout on to it.
The PCB seems to be cut out from a larger PCB and has some callsigns printed on it. Based on this I was able to
identify the PCB being part of a 144 MHz linear transverter with an IF frequency of 28 MHz. It was published in
1999 by F5FLN, F4ARU and F4ARY in the French journal Reunion THF Francaise Cj99.
Here are pictures of the power amplifier:
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Here is the information I found in the Journal Cj99:
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When I got from the flea-market I started refurbish the amplifier in order to be able to test it. The output filter
was not assembled and I decided to test the power amplifier module without any external output matching.
Based on the datasheet of the M57727 module this amplifier should be capable to deliver up 37W on 145 MHz.
The supply voltages are V1=12.5V, V2=9V and V3=12.5V.
Here is a copy of the datasheet:
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I measured the output power as a function of the drive level. I operated the PA at a supply voltage of 12.5V. The
quiescent current is 540mA.
The small signal gain is 22.4dB dropping to a value of 21.7dB over a wide input power range before hitting the
P1dB which is +43.5dBm or 22W. The drain efficiency at P1dB is approx..35%. Increasing the input power
further and driving the amplifier into saturation increases the drain efficiency up to 52.6% at an output power of
46dBm or 40W.
I was surprised that the hybrid module seems to be perfectly ok meeting the specifications from Mitsubishi spot
on.
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Here are the measurement results:

I am always grateful to get feedback and will be happy to answer questions.
Please direct them to the Email address which you will find below.
Best regards
Matthias DD1US
Email: DD1US@AMSAT.ORG

Homepage: http://www.dd1us.de
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